Abstract. Examples are given of right alternative algebras and of quadratic Jordan algebras (the latter only over fields of characteristic two) without a Wedderburn splitting but such that at least one u-isotope admits a Wedderburn splitting. An example of a noncommutative Jordan algebra over a field of characteristic t-2 is given such that no u-isotope admits a Wedderburn splitting.
Everyone who has worked with right alternative algebras knows that the defining relations are rather weak. Hence there should exist a lot of right alternative algebras. But only a few examples may be found scattered in the literature. In this note we study a family of unital right alternative ¿-algebras of rank 8 by giving the multiplication table of a basis that depends on 5 independent parameters. Each of our right alternative ¿-algebras R has a radical Z of rank 4 such that ZZ = 0 and R/Z is isomorphic to the full 2-rowed matrix ring over k. We determine for which values of the parameters our algebras admit a direct splitting R = S © Z, where S is a subalgebra of R isomorphic to R/Z. As a consequence one sees that the Wedderburn Principal Theorem does not hold in the class of all right alternative algebras. But R has at least one «-isotope admitting a Wedderburn splitting. Moreover we get an example of a quadratic Jordan algebra R + of characteristic two that has no Wedderburn splitting. This shows that the Wedderburn Principal = Albert-Penico-Taft Theorem for linear Jordan algebras cannot be extended to quadratic Jordan algebras of characteristic two. But there is a «-isotope admitting a Wedderburn splitting. In a final section we present a noncommutative Jordan algebra with the property that no «-isotope admits a Wedderburn splitting.
Right alternative algebras. Let A: be a commutative associative ring with unit element. Choose as parameters elements ' a, e, t, £, k of k with the only restriction that k is invertible. Let Äbea free ¿-module of rank 8 with basis denoted by cx, c2, cX2, c2X, zx, z2, zX2, z2X. We give R the structure of a kalgebra R = R (a, e, t, £, k) by requiring that these elements multiply according to the following multiplication table.
-21
c21 -z2 z2 c2 + exz2 + z21 + rz, k(ö + t)z2
Since k is arbitrary the algebra R is right alternative in case (xy)y = xy2 and (xy)y2 = xy3 holds for all x,y in R [12] . Since c, + c2 is a unit element of R it suffices to prove these equations for x E (c" c12, c21, z" z2, zX2, z2x) and all y = n^ + n2c2 + n12c12 + tj21c21 + f,z, + f2z2 + f12z12 + f2,z2I E /?, Tj2 = 0. One has remarks the reader will easily verify (xy)y = xy2 and (xy)y2 = xy3. Hence for all choices of a, e, r, £, k R is a right alternative algebra. Trivially Z--kzx + kz2 + kzl2 + kz2x is an ideal of R such that ZZ = 0 and R/Z is the 2-rowed matrix ring over k. Each element of Z is an absolute zero divisor of R and R/Z has no absolute zero divisor besides zero. Hence Z is the (lower) radical of R [2] , [13] , [14] , [15] .
The Wedderburn Principal Theorem holds for R if and only if R contains a subalgebra S such that R -S © Z. The canonical epimorphism of R onto R/Z restricts to an isomorphism <p of S onto R/Z. Hence the Wedderburn Principal Theorem holds for R if and only if R contains elements dx, d2, dX2, d2x such that dx + d2 = c, + c2, q>(dx) = cx + Z, ^(d^ -c2 + Z, <P(^12> = c12 + Z> <K¿2l) -C21 + Z and dl " ¿1> d2 = ¿2» ¿1^12 " ¿12^2 = dx2, d2xdx = d2d2x = d2X, dX2d2X = dx, d2xdl2 = d2, dx2 = 0-d2l.
The only orthogonal idempotents dx, d2 of R satisfying <p(dx) = c, + Z, mf^z) = c2 + Z and ¿/, + d2 = c, + c2 are ¿/, = c, + uz12 -vz2X and í/2 = c2 -pzx2 + j>z2, with u, v E k. The Albert (= Peirce)-decomposition R = Rxx + RX2 + R2X + R22 with respect to the complete orthogonal system of idempotents dx, d2 is given by Rxx = kdx + kzx, [15] . Hence the only candidates for dX2, d2X are dir= ci2 ~ M1 ~ Qzi + K' + £)K~'zi + Pzi2 an<i
Hence Ä allows a Wedderburn splitting if and only if there exist p, v,p,oE k such that the following equations hold:
r-1,
From this one concludes Theorem 1. Let k be a field. Then R = R(a, e, t, £, k) does not admit a Wedderburn splitting if and only //£ = 1,6=^0 or £= -l,a ¥= t -ck2t2.
Especially foric = e = £=l, a = r = 0 one obtains a right alternative algebra for which the Wedderburn Principal Theorem fails to hold. On the other hand for alternative algebras and some more general classes of algebras the Wedderburn Principal Theorem is true [1] , [4] -{ll]-Quadratic Jordan algebras. Every right alternative algebra R carries the structure of a quadratic Jordan algebra R + with i/-operator Ux(y) -(xy)x [2] , [12], [13] .
If 2 is an invertible element of the ground ring k, then the concepts quadratic Jordan algebras and linear Jordan algebras are equivalent [2] , [12] . For finite-dimensional (linear) Jordan algebras over a field k of characteristic + 2 the Wedderburn Principal = Albert-Penico-Taft Theorem holds [2] , [11] .
In [11] a 4-dimensional example of a noncommutative Jordan algebra without a Wedderburn splitting was given. In case of characteristic two this example is a linear Jordan algebra not admitting a Wedderburn splitting. But in 1970 McCrimmon observed in a discussion with the author that this example admits a Wedderburn splitting as quadratic Jordan algebra since the radical has dimension three. The problem whether Jordan algebras of characteristic two admit Wedderburn splittings has resisted all efforts for many years. Now we can decide it by giving a counterexample. . An algebra S isomorphic to an isotope of R is called isotopic to R. Since isotopy is an equivalence relation more general than isomorphy one may ask whether for each right alternative algebra an isotope can be found admitting a Wedderburn splitting. As a first step in this direction we study the isotopes of our special class of right alternative algebras R (a, e, t, £, k). An element u E R is invertible if and only if u + Z e R/Z is invertible. Hence « = A,c, + \2c2 + A12c12 + X2,c21 + pxzx + p2z2 + pX2zX2 + p2Xz2X is invertible if and only if \XX2 -XX2X2X ^= 0. Without loss of generality we may assume A,A2 -A12A21 = 1 (for invertible A E k one has R Qm) sk R <">). Then the inverse « ~ ' of « equals Noncommutative Jordan algebras. The (left) homotopes of Aiu) of a noncommutative Jordan algebra A are again noncommutative Jordan algebras [3] . For unital A and invertible u E A we call A(u) the u-isotope. Let A be the noncommutative Jordan algebra over a field k of characteristic i= 2 with unit element e and basis e, x, y, z whose multiplication is determined by x2 = y2 = e, xy = z = -yx, xz = zx = yz = zy = z2 = 0 [11] . Here one can show 
